We propose here an indirect approach for building hex-dominant meshes, using the recombination of tetrahedra to create hexahedra. The efficiency of this recombination depends on the location of the initial points. A two-dimensional frame field is obtained on the boundaries by solving an elliptic PDE. We first propose a procedure to extend the two dimensional field inside the volume and to obtain a smooth three-dimensional frame field, used to insert new points. Then, we propose a point insertion algorithm based on a frame field smoothness estimator: new points are preferentially inserted in smooth frame field regions. The meshes obtained clearly exhibit a larger ratio of hexahedra, compared to more straightforward approaches. c 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the 23rd International Meshing Roundtable (IMR23).
Background
Hexahedral meshes are known to present interesting properties and are sometimes prefered to tetrahedral in finite element analysis. The main advantage resides in the fact that a lower number of elements is required for the same amount of vertices, compared to tetrahedra. In computational fluid dynamics, hexahedral meshes offer for instance good results along boundary layers. Indeed, the anisotropic refinement of tetrahedra is known to produce poor quality elements [1] , while this operation does not affect the quality of hexahedra. In the field of solid mechanics, tetrahedra may also lead to some issues as inaccuracy or locking problems [2] . Understanding precisely why an element type is better than another in some situations may be still open for debate, but the fact is that isotropic mesh generation based on (linear) tetrahedra almost became a trivial problem, while the automatic generation of quality all-hexahedra meshes is still an open issue. The mesh generation process represent a significant part of engineering computations. If the generation of tetrahedra may now be considered as fully automated, the generation of hex-dominant meshes often requires time consuming user interactions. Our purpose here is to develop a fully automated procedure for maximizing the amount of hexahe- dra, in both volume and number, in non-uniform conformal isotropic meshes on arbitrary geometries.
The meshing procedure, based on the work of Carrier-Baudouin et al. [3] , is decomposed in two different stages. First, bulk points are created inside the domain and are subsequently tetrahedralized. Then, tetrahedra are recombined to create a mixed mesh containing a maximum amount of quality hexahedra. The way points are distributed in the domain is of paramount importance for obtaining a hex-dominant mesh. The method is said indirect, since relying on a intermediate tetrahedral mesh. The point insertion in [3] was a bit more direct, based on standard advancing front techniques [4] , placing point from the boundaries to the center of the domain. We propose here a new point insertion procedure, based on a scalar estimation of the geometry smoothness. We observe that this smoothness function allows one to identify the geometric singularities in the domain, as done in domain decomposition techniques (i.e. [5] ). However, we never reconstruct the domain skeleton, connecting these singularities. In section 2, we present our tetrahedra recombination procedure. The point insertion method is developped in section 3, while some two-and three-dimensional results are considered in section 4.
From tetrahedra to hexahedra

Recombination patterns
Tetrahedra are recombined into hexahedra using the recombination patterns proposed in [6] . An hexahedron can be decomposed into five, six, or seven tetrahedra. Thus, for each tetrahedron, we check the adjacent tetrahedra to create an hexahedron according to the patterns proposed in [6] . Two patterns are illustrated in Figure 1 : all tetrahedra in 1(a) share an hexahedron diagonal as common edge, while at least one tetrahedron shares three edges with the final hexahedron in 1(b). This procedure yields a set of potential hexahedra. Of course, with the aim to obtain a conformal mesh, many potential hexahedra present incompatibilities. The final set of hexahedra will consist in a small sub-set of these potential hexahedra.
Potential hexahedra as a graph
Consider the following undirected graph G : each node of G is a potential hexahedron H i . Hexahedra H i and H j are connected in G if they are compatible i.e. they can exist simultaneously in a finite element mesh. Any subset S = {H i 1 , . . . , H i m } of m hexahedra for which H i k and H i l , with k, l = 1, . . . , m, are compatible is a good set of hexahedra. In the language of graph theory, S is a clique, i.e. a subgraph such that any pair of nodes are connected nodes. To maximize the number of hexahedra in the final mesh, we thus need to find the largest clique possible. Note that, asymptotically, nearly all hexahedra are compatible with each other which means that the number of edges in G is close to n n , which is huge.It may be convenient to consider the dual graph i.e. a graph G with the same nodes but where an edge exists between H i and H j if and only if it was not present in G. This graph that links incompatible elements contains O(n) edges. In graph theory, it is well known that finding the maximal clique is equivalent to finding the maximal independent set of the dual graph. The maximal independent set can be defined as the larger subgraph S , i.e. the independent set with the highest m. Weights w j can also be defined on the nodes of the graph and the maximum independent set can be defined as the one that maximizes m j=1 w j . Unfortunatly, the general problem of the maximum clique/independent set is known to be NP-hard. The complexity for finding all the maximum cliques, in the worst-case, varies like O(α n ) for n nodes.
In the algorithm proposed in [7] , all the maximum cliques are found. At some point, the decision criteria to choose a node is a function f , equal to n c , the number of compatible adjacent nodes. Of course, one could change this function to be maximized and make it depend on other criteria. For instance, one could choose a weighted sum including the element quality and the boundary proximity to create this function to maximize.
On Figure 2 , the algorithm from [7] has been used to find the maximum clique (depicted on Figure 2 (b)) on a very simple cubic domain. The optimal solution made of 8 hexahedra is found. The corresponding incompatibility graphs of potential hexahedra are shown, with highlighted independent sets in gray on Figure 2 . We observe that 12 potentiels hexahedra have been found, while 16 were found by the recombination patterns, which means that 4 were For such a smooth cross field, four additional points n i , i = 1 . . . 4, are correctly computed. On the contrary, the bold black triangle contains the geometric singularity, which may lead to inaccurate additional points. discarded due to non-conformity.
However, since such a clique algorithm presents a high computational cost, we use hereafter a simple greedy algorithm for meshes involving a large amount of elements, while keeping the idea of the function to maximize. The greedy algorithm consists in sorting all the potential hexahedra, according to this weighted function, and choosing in priority the ones with the higher values. Note that if the optimal solution from the clique problem is obviously the optimal solution for the greedy algorithm in the 8 hexahedra cube, this is of course not a general result. Let us finally mention that, depending on the kind of graph involved in this mesh generation problem, one could consider using appropriate heuristics for these graphs. Such heuristics could allow one to use faster algorithms for solving the maximum clique (or approximate maximum) problem.
Point insertion
The tetrahedra recombination is knwon to be highly sensitive on the initial points potition. Here, we do not consider any post-smoothing of the points positions (as, for instance, in [8, 9] ) to improve the mesh quality, but we propose a pre-computation to directly improve the points location. In the frontal point insertion from [3] , the boundary points are inserted in a "first in, first out" queue. Each node produces six (or four, in two dimensions) potential additionnal surrounding nodes (as depicted in Figure 3 ), provided that they lie in the domain, and are not too close to any other point. These additional nodes are then inserted in the "first in, first out" queue. First, this queue system implies that new points are inserted from the boundaries to the inner domain: this may lead to some artifacts, as visible on Figure 5(a) . Moreover, the computation of surrounding nodes is correct only if the cross field is smooth enough. Indeed, around singularities (as the four singularities depicted on Figure 5 (c)), this method is clearly not optimal and surrounding points should first be inserted where the cross field is smoother. On Figure 3 , the bold black triangle is the location of a singularity: we observe large variation of the cross field around this point. Using the cross field in this region may lead to large inaccuracy. Therefore, we consider here another queue system, based on a smoothness function: we first insert points where the underlying cross field is smooth. Two issues must be handled at this point. First, the definition of smoothness itself. Then, the fact that a good point insertion algorithm is useless if based on a poor 3D cross field: it must be smoothed as well.
Cross field on boundaries
The first step consists in computing a so-called cross field, i.e. a field indicating the principal geometrical directions in the domain. To achieve this, we first create a mesh of triangles (or tetrahedra in 3D), called background mesh. Cross fields were used for instance in computer graphics applications in [10, 11] , or in [3, 12] for mesh generation. Let us briefly recall the main idea for computing the cross field. A 2D cross field is composed of two orthogonal unit vector oriented along the curvature of the domain. This information can be, in 2D, resumed to one information: the angle θ between the cross field and a reference basis. The cross field is found by solving an elliptic PDE, to propagate the boundary conditions of θ into the surface Ω:
with a(θ) = cos(4θ), b(θ) = sin(4θ), andā,b the boundary conditions set in such a way that the cross field is aligned on the normal vector to the domain. The cross field is eventually given by
Details about cross field computation can be found in [3, 12] . On Figures 3 and 4 are depicted some examples of 2D cross fields. The next steps consist in extending this 2D cross field inside the domain, and in inserting new points, well suited for triangle (or tetrahedra in 3D) recombination, according to the cross field.
Scalar smoothness function
If the 3D cross field is based only on the nearest boundary node's cross field, the points position will present the same artifacts than using the fifo frontal insertion procedure. Smoothing this cross field requires somehow to introduce Let us consider the cross field C made of vectors u, v, w:
and compare it to the identity cross field made of (e x , e y , e z ). First, let us apply u on e x : the rotation axis a 1 is the vectorial product
while the rotation angle α 1 is given by
and is always positive. Then, applying the corresponding rotation matrix
where c stands for cos (α 1 ), s for sin (α 1 ), to the cross field, we obtain a new cross field C = RC. The vectors v and w are in the plane defined by e y , e z . A second rotation is required to fully apply C on the identity: the second rotation angle α 2 is given by min arccos (|v · e y |), arccos (|v · e z |) , while the second rotation axis is ±e x . We then consider the sum of the two rotation angles, s 1 = α 1 + α 2 . Instead of applying u on e x , one could apply v or w, leading to different values of s 2 and s 3 . We choose as smoothness measure the sum s = min (s i ), i ∈ [1, 2, 3], i.e. somehow a minimum angular distance between two cross fields.
In two dimensions, the problem is much simpler: we just compute the mean angle between a cross field and all its direct neighbors.
Smoothing the 3D cross field
The cross field values on the boundaries are set as the solution of elliptic PDE (1).
We use the following iterative procedure for smoothing the field. For each node, n 0 , we consider its N adjacent nodes n i , i ∈ [1 . . . N]. A smoothness value s i is available for each node. For every adjacent node n i , we compare the cross fields of n i and n 0 , as explained above, and choose the minimum angular distance transformation. We have two rotation axes and two rotation angles, which can be reduced to one single rotation axis and angle, a i and α i respectively. We wish to align the cross field of n 0 on the adjacent cross fields. We consider the vector
To align the cross field of n 0 , we apply a rotation given by the angle a * and the axis a * a * .
However, a key point has to be mentionned here: we want to extend the information from the boundaries in a smooth way, which means that we want to minimize the impact of the singularity points (or lines). To prevent the information to propagate from these singularities, we use different weights c i (s i ) depending on the local smoothness. Equation (4) thus eventually reads:
The values of coefficients c i (s i ) are typically 1 if s i is larger than some given threshold, 10 −3 otherwise. This Gauss-Seidel-like iterative procedure progressively extends the cross field information from the boundaries to the center of the domain, minimizing the impact of the singularities while applying some smoothing. We iterate on this procedure until the cross field becomes stable on the whole domain.
Insertion procedure
On the background mesh composed of tetrahedra, the cross field is smoothed according to the procedure described above, and a scalar smoothness is computed at each node. All boundary nodes are stored in an ordered set, the order being the local scalar smoothness at the node. Another set S is initially empty, and will eventually contain all the new nodes strictly inside the volume of the final mesh. Then, the following loop is executed until the ordered set is empty:
1. In the ordered set, choose the node n 0 with the higher smoothness. 2. Remove n 0 from the ordered set. 3. Recover the cross field at this node n 0 , and create six new nodes n i in the three directions of the cross field. 4. For each node n i , if it is in the domain and compatible with the other nodes of S (not too close), add n i to S and insert n i into the ordered set, according to the smoothness value at n i . At the end of the loop, the boundary nodes and the nodes in S are the final mesh nodes, used to create a mesh of tetrahedra to recombine.
Note that the same procedure is applied for the creation of the 2D mesh on the boundaries, except for the cross field smoothing. Indeed, the 2D cross field comes from the resolution of the elliptic PDE and does not require any smoothing.
Numerical results
The following results illustrate the efficiency of the method on two-and three-dimensional cases. For threedimensional examples, comparison is made with the point insertion method from [3] .
2D example: testing the point insertion
The simple domain depicted in Figure 5 is a good example to illustrate the advantage of the method. Both computations use the same 2D cross field, only the point insertion algorithm changes. Full quadrilateral meshes were obtained using the Blossom-Quad algorithm [13] . On Figures 5 (a) and (b) are depicted the final quad meshes obtained with the "frontal" insertion and the new insertion method, respectively. We clearly observe many artifacts on Figure 5 (a), due to the fact that the new points are inserted from the boundaries, independently of the cross field regularity. On Figure  5 (c) and (d) are depicted the scalar smoothness estimation of the cross field, and the order of points insertion with the new approach, respectivelly. The first points to be inserted correspond to the smooth part of the domain. Even with the simple scalar smoothness estimation, we clearly observe the position of four singularities, as computed for instance in domain partitioning methods as [5] . 
3D examples: point insertion and cross field smoothing
In the following meshes on Figures 6, 8 and 9 , hexahedra are colored in gray, while the colors yellow, red and green correspond to tetrahedra, prisms and pyramids respectively. On Table 1 are summarized the ratio of hexahedra for every 3D example. For each computation using the new approach, 20 iterations were performed for smoothing the cross field.
The new cross field-based approach is particularly efficient on the domain on Figure 6 , composed of a cube and a half-sphere. The cross field has been efficiently smoothed, as depicted on Figure 7 : the cross field in the center of the half-sphere and in the cube is clearly not affected by the surrounding boundaries, while it is strongly affected if set to the value of the nearest neighbor on the boundary. Once the cross field has been correctly smoothed, the new insertion point algorithm itself can be evaluated. The new approach clearly fills the half-sphere with hexahedra ( Figure 6(b) ), while a frontal algorithm leads to many remaining tetrahedra (Figure 6(a) ). Note the 20 iterations for smoothing the cross field (using a naive code implementation) took 30.2 seconds. Table 1 . Hexahedra ratio in number and volume for the three-dimensional cases. Figures 8 and 9 compare the two approaches for some mechanical pieces. On Figure 8 , we observe that the domain clearly presents some large regions, compared to the element size, where the cross field-based approach is able to bring a clear advantage: the hexahedra are well organized in these regions, leading to an hexahedra ratio 4% larger in volume, and more than 10% larger in number. On the contrary, the filter mount on Figure 9 presents thiner parts (compared to the element size used), explaining why the advantage of the new approach is much less obvious. Indeed, one can observe on the cut view of Figure 9 (b) that the hexahedra concentration is larger around the central hole, Fig. 8 . Cut views of some mechanical piece with frontal approach (a) and cross field-based approach (b). N, H # and H Vol are the total number of elements, the hexahedra ratio in number of elements and in volume respectively. where the domain is thicker, while presenting less hexahedra on the boundaries of thiner parts.
Conclusions
In the framework of an automated hex-dominant mesh generation based on tetrahedra recombination, we proposed here a new point insertion method based on a smoothness criteria of the cross field. The simple smoothness estimation is sufficient to localize the geometric singularity points in the domain. We also proposed a basic iterative procedure to smooth the 3D cross field. In two dimensions, we visualy observe that the artifacts from a frontal point insertion from the boundaries disappear. In three dimensions, numerical experiments suggest that the proposed approach leads to a larger ratio of hexahedra for a sufficiently small mesh size. However, it requires a cross field smoothing and the computation of a smoothness estimation. Future works include the extension from a scalar smoothness function to a vectorial one. Such an information could lead to results similar to sweeping meshing techniques [14, 15] , particularly efficient for two-and-one-half dimensional geometries.
